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Chapter 1 : Guide Clash Of Clans Full Latest version apk | calendrierdelascience.com
This blog is about guides, tips and tricks about the most amazing game on smartphone and tablet, namely Clash of
Clans.

Only 19th on the list of top free Android apps on Google Play, Clash of Clans still leads the list of
top-grossing Android apps. A simple video game in principle, learning to play Clash of Clans is often difficult
for beginners. Starting players need to learn the basics of raising an army, before leading their clan to victory
against rivals, and becoming a champion. This Clash of Clans beginners game guide gives new players the
basics they need to enter battle with an advantage over other new competitors. It will also help you surprise
veteran players assuming another easy victory over a beginner. Concepts the first time player needs to build on
to become a feared competitor in Clash of Clans "Champions League" and legend of the game. Spend no
money to play Clash of Clans at first. You can always buy gems, once you decide this is the video game you
love-to-play. Starting Clash of Clans - day one When you first start playing Clash of Clans they offer a tutorial
to help introduce you to aspects of the video game. Wait for construction to finish on its own and the base to
accumulate resources. This protection is a Shield. The length of time a Shield is effective depends on the
amount of damage done during the raid and the buildings attacked. Spend this time building up defenses and
resource buildings. Upgrade Elixir Collectors and Gold mines as soon as possible and then storage facilities
for both resources. Now, upgrade your Town Hall for defense. After this, construct as many as possible to
maximize storage capacity. We will talk about more advanced defensive strategies you can use to dominate
top players in future Clash of Clans articles. The third day Follow the steps below. Next, build up base
defenses. Put walls around the Town Hall and resource storage facilities. Locate the Town Hall and storage
facilities near the center of your base. This will allow you to surround these buildings with less important
structures to slow attacks. Also, upgrade walls to at least level two. Layer defenses by surrounding buildings,
and then larger groups of buildings with walls, with traps at locations you think the enemy will attack. Buy a
mortar and put it near the center of your base behind walls. Make sure it covers all important buildings and
areas of the compound. Next, build Archer Towers and Cannons, and find them in range of important
structures. Archer Towers are best on the perimeter of a base due to their good range. Keep upgrading
defenses until you reach the highest level possible. Clash of Clans War Strategy Once the first three days are
over and the defenses of your main encampment setup, you can begin thinking about conducting offensive
operations. You need to develop a Clash of Clans war strategy. You also need to find elixir and gold and earn
trophies on the battlefield to continue the fight and win. Gold and elixir are used to upgrade the buildings and
other facilities required to win in Clash of Clans. Trophies are the measurement system used to decide who is
the best. Building Your First Clash of Clans Army At this point, we suggest the beginning player build a
simple army, which will be easier to control. Barbarians are a good choice for a first Clash of Clans army. This
force will destroy a base without a good defensive setup. They swarm the enemy and overwhelm the defenses.
Once you build your barbarian army you need to find the right base to attack. Once you send the first army to
raid the enemy, begin training troops in the barracks. Take your time selecting the first base to raid. During the
first part of Clash of Clans many gamers will start and then leave the game. This gives you time to find a
badly defended base to raid for your first attack that you can 3-star for trophies. Generally, players with under
trophies can worry less about being attacked. Once you gain enough, attacks become more frequent. A larger
number of trophies also means a tougher opponent is selected during the matchmaking process. Look for a
base with badly place walls or an exposed Town Hall or mortar to attack. Also, try to find a base with good
resources and trophies you can exploit to continue the momentum you build. Winning the first raid decisively
will put you on the leaderboard and give you confidence to win. Below we outline a simple starting strategy
using barbarians to defeat the enemy base. Get rid of the enemy mortar as soon as possible. Find this blind
spot, take out the mortar, and your barbarians can take out the rest of the defenders. Each unit also has one unit
it prefers to attack, but often it will attack the nearest enemy. You are ready to rock! Use the Clash of Clans
beginners guide we outline to learn the basics required to compete and win. Using the information offered you
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can lay the foundation towards being a member of the "Champions League.
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Chapter 2 : 77 Best Clash of Clans Strategy Guides
The only working way to get gems without buying them in all countries. Builder Base Guides. The Builder Base is the
latest big new feature that was released for Clash of Clans, adding a secondary base for every one of us where we can
do Versus Battles.

Wall Guide Clash of Clans Walls can be used to build barriers around your resources and defensive structures.
Enemy ground units must destroy walls before they can get to whatever is inside. Walls start out with very
little HP, but a significant amount of health with each upgrade. As upgrades increase, Walls become very
difficult for enemy units to break through. Be careful with your wall placement. Enemy units can be dropped
just two empty spaces away from any structure. As a result, if you make a big square wall but leave open
space in the center of that wall, the enemy can drop units in that open space. Additionally, try to avoid 4-way
intersections with your wall placement. This style of wall-in allows an enemy unit to break down just the
midpoint in the intersection and access each area within the wall. Ideally, you want your opponent to have to
break through multiple walls in order to reach your resource storage points. You also want your enemy to have
to break through multiple walls in order to reach all of your defensive towers. This ensures that your Towers
have enough time to defeat Full article: Clan Castle Guide The Clan Castle is the most powerful defensive
structure in Clash of Clans, although it is frequently terribly misused by new players. Units will not leave the
Clan Castle until enemy units come within its range. Most new players make the mistake of sticking the Clan
Castle on the outside of their walls and not considering the Clan Castle a defensive structure. The enemy can
just drop 30 Archers on top of the Clan Castle and take out all of your units stored inside. Instead, the Clan
Castle does best when placed at the heart of your base. This way, the enemy will be within range of your
defensive structures by the time your units come out of the Clan Castle. The enemy will then have to deal with
your Clan Castle units in addition to your towers. Centralizing your Clan Castle becomes particularly
important at Town Hall 7. Before Town Hall 7, you do not have enough structures to prevent enemy players
from drawing out your Clan Castle units. It fires quickly with moderate range and can only hit ground units.
The Cannon scales very well with upgrades and has many levels; it starts out very weak and becomes very
strong by its highest level. Cannons are good all-around defensive structures. Fully upgraded Cannons shine
versus small numbers of units but easily get overwhelmed by large forces. The Cannon should be placed
towards the outside of the base; it has no minimum range and is not a crucial structure so it does best towards
the outside of your defensive set up. Archer Tower Full article: Archer Tower Guide Much like the Cannon,
that deals single-target damage. The Archer Tower does not deal quite as much DPS as the cannon, but has a
longer range and can hit both air and ground units. Archer Towers, much like Cannons, are good all around
structures that perform well against a handful of units but get overwhelmed by larger numbers. Archer Towers
do well spread out around the perimeter of a base given their long range and all-around strength. It is ideal to
pair Archer Towers with Cannons so that Cannons cannot be sniped by enemy air units. Mortar Guide Mortars
are the first source of splash damage in Clash of Clans. The very slow but high-damage round that a Mortar
fires out will explode upon impact, dealing damage to all units caught within its blast. Upgrading your Mortar
is extremely important as this allows it to one-shot enemy Archers. A Mortar will one-shot Archers of the
same level or less. For example, a level 4 Mortar will kill enemy 4-star Archers in one hit. A Mortar that is
able to kill a group of Archers in a single hit significantly reduces the effectiveness of mass Archer armies.
Mortars have long maximum range, but cannot hit any enemies that get too close i. Due to their minimum
range and their relative importance, Mortars should be placed towards the interior of a base so that they have
some protection against enemy units. Ideally, an enemy will have to break down at least two walls to reach a
mortar. It is also helpful to pair an Air Defense tower with the Mortar to protect it from enemy air units.
Aideals light damage with each attack. The X-Bow has two modes; one is a very-long range ground-only
attack while the other can hit both ground and air units but has a shorter range â€” there is no difference in
damage between modes. Due to its long range, the X-Bow does well when placed towards the center of the
base. This allows it to cover a large portion of the base, allowing it to protect you from any side from which
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the enemy may make an attack. The range of the X-Bow is its real strength. With the X-Bow, ring-shaped base
layouts become viable, as the X-Bows are able to cover large areas to mow down enemy units that target
defensive structures Hog Riders, Giants, and even Golems that may be being sent in a ring-shaped pattern.
Inferno Tower Full article: It is powered off of Dark Elixir and will only attack when loaded with Dark Elixir.
This prevents units like Healers or from Healing Spells for keeping units alive while attacking an Inferno
Tower. The Inferno Tower has two modes: The multi-attack feature allows the Inferno Tower to deal modest
damage to up to five enemy units within range, whereas the single attack feature allows the Inferno Tower to
deal extreme damage to an enemy unit, but only after targeting it for five seconds. The multi-attack feature
works best against most units, but the single attack feature is very effective against high health units like
Dragons or Golems. Most players seem to prefer the 5 target setting, as the healing debuff is perhaps the real
strength of the Inferno Tower rather than its damage alone. Some may put both towers near each other with
one set to each mode so that the towers can protect one another from attacks. The Inferno Tower generally
should be placed in the center of your base. This not only ensures that the Inferno Tower is one of the last
defensive structures to be destroyed, but it also ensures that the tower does not fire against weak attacks as it
has to be reloaded with Dark Elixir to function. Air Defense Guide Air Defense towers are the only tower in
the game that can only hit air units. While Air Defense towers can only hit air units, they have by far the
highest single-target DPS of any defensive structure in the game. The Air Defense tower also has a very long
range. As a result, no air unit can survive for long when within range of an Air Defense tower. The Air
Defense tower is crucial for defense against both Healers and Dragons. You will want to spread these out and
keep them towards the interior of your base in order to simultaneously protect the Air Defense towers while
allowing them to defend most of your base. Unlike many other structures, Air Defense Towers do significant
damage even at rank 1. You never want to upgrade more than one Air Defense Tower at once or you leave
yourself very susceptible to enemy attacks that are supported by Healers. Wizard Tower Full article: It can hit
both ground and air units. It has a short range but no minimum range , making it like the opposite of the
Mortar. The Mortar fires slowly and hits enemies far away, while the Wizard Tower fires quickly and hits
nearby enemies. The Wizard Tower does best when placed towards the interior of the base but not in the
complete center of the base. It especially shines when near resource storage buildings, as the Wizard Tower is
particularly strong against clumps of Goblins that may come rushing in to steal your loot. The Wizard Tower
is by far the best counter in the game to mass Goblins. Goblins will outrun Mortars but cannot outrun the
Wizard Tower. Hidden Tesla Full article: Once activated, it fires a very fast attack that can hit either ground
and air units at a moderate range. When upgraded, it does very high single-target DPS, but upgrading it takes
an unusually long amount of time. Upgrading a Hidden Tesla up to its max level takes nearly 2 months! It
fires a very fast attack thatdeals light damage with each attack.
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Chapter 3 : Clash of Clans Beginners Game Guide | Clash of Clans
Though Clash of Clans came out in on Android, it is still one of the top trending mobile games and for good reason.
Clash of Clans is a fantasy strategy game where the player must build their.

Updated Jul 6, at 5: Clash of Clans is a fantasy strategy game where the player must build their own town and
fight off other players. The latter is important for obtaining resources to build a better defense and town, so
there are plenty of times where the player has to seek out a battle. The resources players must acquire are gold,
elixir, and dark elixir. Gold and elixir are used to build defenses and reload them. Defense is crucial to
protecting your town against other players. Elixir and dark elixir, are for training and upgrading troops and any
spells you might need during battle. Doing this allows players to attack other large clans and share the
resources. If you are not keen on playing online, Clash of Clans does have a single player mode. Instead of
attacking other players, you can attack random goblin villages. One is the official forum the developers,
Supercell. This forum provides a variety of venues for your gaming needs. For example, there are quite a few
threads in General that discuss the basics of Clash of Clans, like tactics, strategy, and even a place to share
ideas and improvements to the game. As the forum is run by the development team, your suggestions are sure
to be seen and heard. The official forum is also a good place to find and join big clans. In fact, Clan Talk
contains a very thorough and extensive guide to building and running your own clan successfully. The latter is
a prominent problem in the game, but it is important to stick it out until you reach an appropriate level.
Another forum you can go to is the Clash of Clans Reddit community. Reddit is not quite a traditional forum,
but it is the place to be if you are looking for a huge variety of game guides. In particular, guides to do with
clan management and farming. Clash of Clans Accounts For Sale If you would like to completely circumvent
the problem of being too low level to join a clan, you can always buy your way to the top. Other less reputable
hosts are Kijiji and eBay. Kijiji might be a great place to get cheap furniture, but a far less likely place to buy
legitimate digital information. There are no systems in place to get your money if you find yourself with a
bogus account. That said, Account Warehouse does have a system in place. As such, the cost is already
covered by their Lifetime Warranty and there is a return policy just in case. G2G does not always have a
guarantee, especially if the transaction is made outside of G2G. However, you can always check if the listing
has G2G seller insurance, which indicates a money-back guarantee if the account is not to your liking. Player
Auctions has even more buyer protections, called Player Guardian. Like G2G, there is a money-back
guarantee, payment security, and more. Feel free to take a look at their policies before you make a purchase.
According to Clash Track , war weight is what Supercell uses to match you with someone of a similar level.
As such, the lower your war weight, the easier your opponent will be. There are very few accurate war weight
calculators out there, the simplest of them being from 3 Star Clashing. The latter asks you to input detailed
information about your clan, up to and including your defenses, troops, and spells. Other sources state that it is
not so simple, claiming that every item in your inventory lends to the overall war weight as well, including
gold, heroes, walls, and towers. Each item has a different weight, as can be seen on the All Clash website. If
you want the most in-depth and complex Clash of Clans war weight calculator, Clash Kings 2 was kind
enough to create one. It comes with a complete guide on how to use it as well, so be sure to check it out before
using the calculator. The radius is small, but it will prevent the selected defenses from moving or attacking. To
use the Freeze Spell wisely, timing and location are the keys to success. For example, the Hidden Tesla cannot
be frozen unless it is revealed while the Freeze Spell is active and it is within the radius of the spell. If you
would like more detail on the limitations of the Freeze Spell, you can find them at All Clash. Is Clash of Clans
Dead? Fortunately, the answer is easy: The notion that Clash of Clans is dead came from those players that
happened upon a few abandoned bases as they played. As this grew to more than one or two, some players
grew concerned. The concern escalated when it became increasingly difficult for low level players to find
large clans that were still heavily active. In order to put such fears at rest, two vital things must be understood.
First, the Town Hall 8 update provoked quite the drop in active player count. The update brought unwelcome
changes that forced a lot of people to stop playing altogether. However, most Clash of Clan players weathered
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the storm and were rewarded for their efforts. Second, it must be understood that mobile games, just like their
counterparts on console and PC, eventually lose their active player count. In the case of the latter, the folks
that initially played the game will get bored and move onto games that suit them better. You can see this
happen with still popular games like Overwatch casual players have decreased drastically since the release or
Grand Theft Auto V time has left only the true fans of online play.
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Chapter 4 : â€˜Clash of Clans,â€™ Other Mobile Games Being Used for Money Laundering â€“ Variety
The Battle Machine is the primary Hero in your Builder Base and unlocks at Builder Corridor Stage 5. You need to use it
for a number of components in your assaults, relying on your technique.

Before the release of that Clash of Clans December Update , all chiefs very having such a hard time boosting
and upgrading heroes, building, spell. We will discuss all the aspects of these magic items so stay tuned to us.
As the name explains itself that these items will help to do magical things. There are actually five types of
magical books so far introduced in the clash of clans. Book of Fighting Book of fighting is the book which is
filled with efficient training programs. And the official news is that it will work on builder base village and
townhall troops. According to rumours of the clash of clans that the author of this book is Master Builder but
it works in both villages. Book of Spells If you are trying to upgrade your any spell instantly than this spell
will work for you. This magical book is written by an unknown wizard. So it will help you to instantly
upgrade your spell. And as you know that spells are only available in the home village so it will only work
there not builder base. Because it will help you to upgrade your hero level instantly at any time you want. And
it will work on both of the villages. Book of Everything This magical book is one the best one according to me
becasue it will work on anything that you want. It will also work on both villages. It will also work on
boosting spells and resources to generate maximum elixir and gold for you. But it depends on the type of
magical potion. Here are the following magical potion. And it will also work on both villages. Resource
Potion This spell is the upgraded form of haste spell into a potion. And it will work on both villages. While if
you want to get magical items like books and potion for yourself you have cash the clan games. As do know
that clash of clans has recently updated it game and added a new event which named as clan games. In that
event, you have to complete tasks which you earn some points after complete these challenges. If all of your
clanmates of coc has complete their challenges you would have a lot point so you will be able to claim gold,
elixir, dark elixir, gems potions or magical books as rewards. In each of the level, you would have to choose
one thing from all of the things has been declared like gold potion or dark. To get All Clash of Clans Updates
you should follow us There would be normally 4 tiers and in each tier you have provided 3 items in which you
will select which of the thing you need for your self but only one. In order to unlock each of tier your each
clan mate has to complete the challenges and must earn points. Which means if your 20 clanmates will
complete points each you will earn a total of 10, points which the highest level. In each of the tier, you would
have 3 option of rewards to select. Here some all points distribution according to the levels. Tier 1 Points.
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Chapter 5 : Clash of Clans Guide: Forum, Weight Calculator, & More | calendrierdelascience.com
No Doubt this new Magical Items in Clash of Clans Update is one of exciting thing so far introduced in the
calendrierdelascience.com the release of that Clash of Clans December Update , all chiefs very having such a hard time
boosting and upgrading heroes, building, spell.

February 17, During my initial days in this game, I have been to some clans which lack certain rules and
regulations. Members attacking whoever they please, it may be attacking the top player for Loot or the lowest
player for easy Stars. It was difficult back then to track each and every member of a clan, But time has
changed. In this article, we will go through certain BOTs which are or must be used in a competitive clan.
Discord Discord is a proprietary freeware VoIP application designed for gaming communities. As of
December , there were about 87 million unique users of the software. To use Discord you have to simply
create a server for your clan and ask your clan members to join. Reasons to use as an individual: Looks cool
and is easy on the eyes. Not by bots like in-game. Because sometimes it gets pretty annoying. Organized and
thematic rooms: On the other hand, there can be specific spam rooms so you can choose either or not you want
to want to pay respects to Harambe every 5 minutes. From universal mutes to community mutes, to channel
mutes, the ability to choose only what you want to read about is incredible and intuitive. Easy to join
communities: Also interested in PokemonGo? Reasons to use as a group: Group sizes are unlimited: Other
apps have you petition to increase the group size from Some Discord servers have 7, people in them. Private
rooms within communities: Have 4 clans in your system? Give them all a separate room so they can have
private conversations and still keep everyone together with a global room. Looking for a new way to look for a
new clan? There is a specific channel for recruiting! Only have 5 minutes to explain something that would
take 20 minutes of typed explanation? Hop on a voice channel and express yourself! When you download clan
members data, you know get full player data for each member! Including TH level, troops, spells, heroes,
achievements and more! Player Clans history, see a Player main Clan at a glance! Check out who gave the
most troops in your Clan over the last week, who won the most trophies, and more! You can also see the
weekly Clan history of over 3 million Clans not including members , dating back April Clash Of Stats can
also be used within discord by adding its discord Bot. But this is just one of the numerous features of this bot.
If you want to be a top war clan, you need great attackers and great defenders. With WarMatch , you can see
exactly how a member is contributing to the war on both offence and defence. Clan member stats are based on
last 10 wars in some cases last 20 attacks. Us will also track participation in a war so you can manage your
clan effectively. Lead your clan to victory when you can: Reserve targets, and see at a glance what targets are
available! Leave messages for each enemy base! View stats on your war, and figure out what needs to be
improved! Get feedback on your own attacks, and give feedback on others! See how your clan has done over
time! Compare it to other clans! Get all those gold stars! Share with your friends on your social profiles.
Comment below to let us know if you have something to say and also if you think it was helpful.
Chapter 6 : Clash of Clans Cheats and Cheat Codes, iPhone/iPad
Giant Skeleton Attack Strategy Clash Of Clans Full Guide. Giant Skeleton is back in Clash of Clans for a limited period
of time and in this Guide, I will tell you How to use the Giant Skeleton in your Battle Formations.

Chapter 7 : Guide to BOTS used in Clash of Clans - Clashoholic
Free Maden Company Windows 10/Mobile Version Full Specs There have been countless updates since the game
launched in this app only guide. Guide for clash of clans game. read.

Chapter 8 : Clash of Clans Guides, Strategies, Tips, Tricks and Tutorials
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Clash of Clans is one of the most popular iOS games, developed by Supercell, who are also responsible for the
success-story that is Hay Day. It is, however, a very different game to the farming simu.

Chapter 9 : Magical Items in Clash of Clans Update - Full Guide How To Get Them
Learn how to do Th10 Battle Blimp Charge Lalo with this video. I've explained step by step how battle blimp can be used
in th10 air attacks. _____.
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